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We demonstrate how nanofluidic channels can be used as a tool
to rapidly determine the number and sizes of plasmids in bacterial
isolates. Each step can be automated at low cost, opening up
opportunities for general use in microbiology labs.

Antibiotic resistance in bacteria is a global and rapidly
increasing threat to human health.1 Antibiotic resistance is
acquired and spread among bacterial pathogens mainly
through horizontal transfer of resistance genes located on
plasmids which are extrachromosomal, in most cases
circular, double-stranded DNA molecules capable of autonomous replication.2,3
Identification and characterization of plasmid content in
bacterial samples is crucial for studies of the spread of antibiotic resistance. Two commonly used methods for characterization of the sizes of plasmids are S1 nuclease linearization of plasmid DNA in cells embedded in agarose followed
by pulsed field gel electrophoresis (S1/PFGE), enabling plasmid detection and size determination,4 and whole-plasmid
DNA sequencing using next generation sequencing techniques.5 The latter provides base-pair resolution and is the
most accurate method for plasmid characterization, but is
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hindered by the non-trivial assembly of DNA reads from large
plasmids, especially when more than one plasmid is present
in the sample. Furthermore, the highly dynamic behavior of
plasmids makes sequencing of all possible plasmid compositions more or less infeasible. Therefore, S1/PFGE is still the
gold standard for size determination of large plasmids, but
the protocols are typically lab intensive and take several days
to complete and the results are often of varying quality (see
discussion below).
We here present nanofluidic channels as an alternative
method to characterize the plasmid content in bacterial isolates by size. Nanofluidic channels, in combination with fluorescence microscopy, have become increasingly utilized for
studies of fluorescently labeled single DNA molecules, including investigations of fundamental DNA polymer physics,6,7
optical DNA mapping8–12 and the physical properties of protein–DNA complexes.13–17 When confined to channels of
dimensions smaller than their radius of gyration, DNA molecules are forced to stretch out along the channel. The extension of DNA scales linearly with its contour length, enabling
direct measurements of the sizes of individual DNA molecules.18 Since the DNA molecules confined to nanofluidic
channels are manipulated and stretched without being
attached to any handles, circular DNA, like plasmids, can be
conveniently studied.19
In a recent study, we compared the physical properties of
confined circular and linear DNA. We concluded that two
main characteristics clearly distinguish circular DNA pieces
from linear ones.19 First, since a circular DNA molecule is
double folded in the nanochannel, its emission intensity is
approximately two times higher compared to that of a linear
DNA molecule. Second, since the local DNA concentration is
higher for the double folded circular DNA, it fluctuates less
in extension than that for the corresponding linear DNA
and hence has a lower standard deviation of extension. We
here use these two observables to automatically discriminate
intact circular plasmids from linear DNA fragments in a
nanofluidic device.
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We investigate the plasmid content of five clinical bacterial isolates (denoted as 008, 033, 071, 163 and 299). First, we
demonstrate how to discriminate circular DNA from linear
ones by introducing cut-off values for the emission intensity
and the standard deviation of fluctuation. Next, we show how
to obtain the sizes of the selected molecules with the help
of a reference plasmid of known size. The plasmids of the
isolates in this study have previously been characterized
by conventional molecular methods, such as S1/PFGE and
high-throughput sequencing.20 All five isolates carry plasmids
coding for extended-spectrum beta-lactamases (ESBLs); in
addition, isolates 008, 033 and 299 contain additional betalactamases and genes encoding resistance to aminoglycosides,
trimethoprim, sulphonamides and macrolides. Isolate 033
also contains genes for resistance to chloramphenicol and
tetracycline.
For experiments, extracted plasmids were labeled with the
fluorescent dye YOYO-1 (YOYO) and inserted into nanofluidic
channels with dimensions of 150 × 150 nm2 using pressuredriven flow (Fig. 1A). Subsequently, 200 images were taken
from each field of view (for details on the experimental procedure, refer to the ESI†). Fig. 1B shows a snapshot image of
one of the plasmid samples (isolate 163) in the nanochannels
where many individual DNA molecules are observed in the
same field of view. This particular sample contains plasmids
of two different sizes; examples of both are seen in the
image. Furthermore, a long DNA fragment (white arrow) with
a weaker emission intensity is observed, suggesting that this
is a linear piece of DNA.
The presence of linearized plasmids is expected since
YOYO in its excited state gives rise to reactive oxygen species
that cause single-strand breaks in DNA.21 The occurrence of
two such breaks on opposite strands and in close proximity
to each other destabilizes the duplex between the breaks and
results in a double-strand break and linearization of the circular DNA.19 This linearization can occur before introduction
of the plasmids into the nanochannels but, importantly, also

Fig. 1 (A) Schematic illustration of the design of the nanofluidic chip
with four inlets connected in twos by microchannels and spanned by
nanochannels. The close-up illustrates the nanochannels with an
enclosed DNA molecule in white. (B) A snapshot microscopy image of
one field of view of nanoconfined plasmids in 150 × 150 nm2 nanochannels. This sample (isolate 163) contains plasmids of two different
sizes. Note the longer DNA fragment, most likely a linearized plasmid,
with lower emission intensity (indicated by white arrow). Scale bar corresponds to 10 μm.
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while the movie is recorded. Also, there is a possibility of
finding residual linear DNA fragments from the bacterial
chromosome from the preparation of the sample.
To analyze the data, a MatLab-based, in-house developed
and automated program was used (described in detail in the
ESI†). In short, the program receives the microscopy image
stacks as input, and in each frame detects the edges of the
DNA molecules and extracts extensions and intensities, with
standard deviations, for each piece of DNA. Plasmids that
break and unfold to the linear configuration while the movie
is recorded are easily discarded from data analysis, since they
show a large decrease in emission intensity and simultaneous increase in extension as the movie progresses. We construct colormaps, where the average intensity of the plasmid
is plotted against its average extension. The color of the symbol represents a cut-off value of 10% for the standard deviation normalized with the mean extension (Fig. 2). The
colormaps in Fig. 2A–C show groups of molecules with common features such as uniform size, high emission intensity
and a small standard deviation of the extension. Our previous
study suggests that these molecules are circular.19 We can
thus set thresholds, both in intensity and fluctuations, to
automatically discriminate circular DNA molecules from linear fragments in the sample. The threshold values used here
can be justified by plotting the normalized standard deviation as a function of the mean extension of the plasmid, with
intensities indicated by color (ESI,† Fig. S2).
It is important to point out that the cut-offs in the intensity and standard deviation of extension can be more or less
strict. By using a cut-off value of 10% in extension

Fig. 2 Colormaps of four different plasmid samples from bacterial
isolates: 033 (A), 163 (B), 008 (C) and 071 (D), showing measured
fluorescence intensity versus extension. Each square represents a
single molecule and the red color indicates a normalized standard
deviation of the extension lower than 10%. The dashed lines in (A), (B)
and (C) represent a threshold in intensity, above which groups of
molecules with a small standard deviation of extension (red squares)
are observed. The isolates in (A), (B) and (C) are shown to contain one,
two and three plasmids of different sizes, respectively. In (D), there is
no clear intensity threshold, but molecules with a low standard
deviation of extension are still clustered in a narrow extension range
(indicated by the dashed ellipse).
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fluctuation, we discard some molecules having a size and an
emission intensity that suggest that they are circular. However, we prefer this fairly strict cut-off to avoid the incorrect
classification of linear fragments as plasmids. The fact that
we can separate circular DNA from linear fragments with two
parameters furthermore enables the identification of intact
plasmids in lower quality data, such as in Fig. 2D. Finally, we
note a spread in emission intensity of the plasmids, which
stems from uneven staining by YOYO, a well-established fact
for this DNA dye.22 Interestingly, the emission intensity does
not seem to affect the extension of the plasmids, suggesting
that circular plasmids potentially are less sensitive to the
amount of dye bound than linear DNA.
The extensions of the plasmids presented in Fig. 2 are
given in pixels. To convert the observed molecular extensions
to actual plasmid sizes in base-pairs, a circular reference
DNA of known size is needed. Here, we have used the fully
sequenced plasmid R100 (ref. 23) and retrieved its size, 94.3
kbp, from the RefSeq database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
refseq/). Under the experimental conditions used here, the
average extension of R100 was determined to be 49.9 ± 3.1
pixels based on three individual experiments (192 single plasmids in total). Using this size standard, the sizes of the plasmids in the bacterial isolates were calculated and found to be
reproducible (ESI,† Table S1). For all isolates, the sizes
obtained using nanofluidics are in good agreement with what
is presented in the previous study using S1/PFGE.20 This is
shown in Fig. 3 where a linear regression of the data for the
two techniques (from Table S1†) yields an R 2 value of 0.9986
and a slope of 1.056. It is, however, important to remember
that we, at this moment, cannot judge whether the largest
errors are in the S1/PFGE method or in the nanochannel
measurements.

Fig. 3 A comparison of the results obtained from nanofluidic and S1/
PFGE measurements. Each isolate was measured twice, indicated by
circles and squares. The isolates are indicated by color with 008 in
black, 033 in red, 071 in blue, 163 in magenta and 299 in green. The
black line is a linear regression with R 2 = 0.9986 and a slope of 1.056.
The data can also be found in Table S1 (ESI†).
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There are several advantages of using nanofluidics compared to the gold standard for plasmid sizing, S1/PFGE. First,
in nanofluidic channels, the extension of DNA in the channels varies linearly with the contour length for all relevant
sizes.18 This is a clear advantage for large plasmids. S1/PFGE
has a non-linear separation that requires a reference ladder
of DNAs with different sizes and even with the ladder, it is
sometimes hard to accurately interpolate the size of the plasmid. Also, the gel resolution interval requires separate conditions to be used for small and large plasmids for accurate
size estimation. Plasmids can be detected up to the limit of
S1/PFGE separation but with decreasing accuracy of size
determination with increasing size. With the experimental
setup used here, we detected plasmids within a size range of
8–180 kbp (Fig. 3) from the same field of view, where the
extension of the largest plasmid corresponds to about 100
pixels out of 512 available. Hence, the upper limit of what fits
into one field of view is over 900 kbp, well beyond the
expected size of plasmids of interest.24
Second, nanofluidic measurements are carried out at the
single plasmid level and hence it is possible to detect “rare”
plasmids that would be difficult to detect by S1/PFGE. For
example, plasmids from less abundant bacteria would be rare
in plasmid extracts from a mix of bacteria but could still be
efficiently detected in our device.
Third, since we measure an independent extension of
each plasmid, we improve the statistics of our measurements
with each additional molecule investigated. In Fig. S3 (ESI†),
we show that with the cut-offs used here, the standard error
of the mean extension is in general as low as about 1%. Furthermore, as expected for independent measurements, the
standard error of the mean extension decreases as approximately 1/√N for N > 20 (with N being the number of molecules). This is in sharp contrast to S1/PFGE measurements
where all plasmids of a certain size in a sample jointly form
one band in the gel.
Fourth, with nanofluidics, there is no need for linearization of the plasmids. In S1/PFGE, plasmids are linearized by
S1 nuclease. However, if the plasmid is cut in two places,
it will appear as two bands and information regarding the
number of plasmids in the sample and their sizes is
misinterpreted. Furthermore, uncleaved and/or supercoiled
plasmids might give false bands. In our nanofluidic experiments, on the other hand, circles are easily distinguished
from linear fragments and supercoils, ensuring that we only
measure the sizes of intact relaxed plasmids.
Fifth, the nanofluidic assay is significantly faster and less
lab intensive than S1/PFGE. After extraction of the plasmids
from the bacteria using standard microbiology kits, the only
remaining step in sample preparation before loading the
sample into the chip is to mix the DNA with the commercially available fluorescent dye YOYO. In the current study,
the time from mixing the DNA and dye up to the final steps
of the experiment, including data analysis, is ~2–3 hours,
which should be compared to several days for completing an
S1/PFGE experiment. Furthermore, there is room for
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improvement. Here, insertion of the plasmids into the channels and recording of the movies were performed manually,
while a recent study demonstrates that nanofluidic experiments can be automated for high throughput measurements.25 Importantly, the assay presented here is directly
applicable to the instrument used in the study in ref. 25,
where the only technical difference is that we record several
(200) images, whereas Cao et al. take a single snapshot of
each field of view.
Sixth, our nanofluidic approach uses a significantly lower
amount of sample compared to traditional techniques. In the
experiments presented here, we add 20 μl of a solution with
a typical DNA concentration of 0.25 ng μl−1. Since we measure the lengths of single DNA molecules, we foresee that the
DNA concentration can be decreased by several orders of
magnitude, the only difference will be that the measurements
take longer time to complete. As an outlook, the small
amount of sample required implies that it will be possible to
use our technique to investigate the plasmid composition of
a clinical sample directly after collection, without the timeconsuming procedure of culturing bacteria. This could for
example be beneficial during resistance outbreaks where it is
important to quickly identify if a patient is carrying a specific
plasmid. The small amounts of sample needed also means
that the assay is directly compatible with fully integrated labon-a-chip devices, where the ultimate goal would be to have a
clinical sample loaded into one end and the plasmids sized
in the other.
We foresee that an automated version of size determination of bacterial plasmids using nanofluidics presented here
has general applicability in microbiology labs around the
world. The method is based on the use of fluorescence
microscopy and the chemicals used are commercially available at low prices and employed in extremely small amounts.
Furthermore, the possibility of making disposable plastic
chips26 will significantly reduce the cost, in comparison to
the nanofabricated devices used in the current version of the
assay.

Conclusions
We demonstrate how nanofluidic channels can be used as a
method for rapid and reliable characterization of the plasmid
content in bacterial isolates. The method gives a direct indication of the diversity in plasmid content and plasmid sizes
can be determined with high reproducibility in a way that
opens up opportunities for future automation and general
use. Our results are in good agreement with results obtained
by traditionally used methods for plasmid characterization.
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